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ABSTRACT 
 
In this article, I explore the adverse impact of racialization on 
seminarians of color, and I consider its implications for the 
homiletics classroom. First, I define and describe racialization. 
Then, I identify three “flashpoints” of racialization—invisibility, 
caricature, and taxation—experienced by racial and ethnic 
minorities in general and seminarians of color in particular. To 
conclude, I recommend a way forward that assists homileticians 
in the task of dismantling racialization’s adverse impact in the 
classrooms where they teach and the seminaries where they 
serve.  
             
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
“Something in me broke when George Floyd died,” the 
seminarian told me in a one-on-one meeting early in the summer 
of 2020. “Our seniors are discouraged. Our teenagers are mad, 
scared, or both. We’re struggling! I think what hurts the most is 
all the time I spend on social media coaching white Christians 
who use the Bible to justify violence. They’re supposed to be my 
friends.” Houston native George Floyd died by suffocation in 
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Minneapolis, Minnesota, in May 2020 at the hands of a White 
police officer who kneeled on his neck for 8 minutes and 43 
seconds as onlookers recorded the event. As Floyd lay there 
dying, witnesses could hear him calling out for his deceased 
mother to come to his aid and repeatedly saying, “I can’t breathe. 
I can’t breathe.”1 For a nation, yet another story of racism’s 
persistent daggers, of a never-healing societal wound that Jim 
Wallis refers to as “America’s original sin.”2 For a professor, yet 
another story shared by a seminarian of color struggling to 
remain resilient before racist violence and systemic injustice, and 
White Christian obliviousness to the pain. Too many stories to 
count.  

How does one address a topic like racism, one that is so 
vast in scope, so historically fraught, and so painful to so many 
people? In the case of a hemorrhage, where does one begin? For 
a subject this big in an article this small, let me recommend the 
following delimitation: we place this topic into dialogue with the 
spaces in which we operate and the people with whom we 
interact the most, namely, the seminaries where we serve and the 
seminarians that we teach.  

Thus, in this article, I will describe the adverse impact of 
racialization on seminarians of color and its import for the 
contemporary homiletics classroom. By seminarians of color, I 
mean students from minoritized communities in North America, 
usually (but not always) from the three largest racial-ethnic 
groups: Asian American, African American, and Latinx. First, I 
will define racialization as a socially-constructed process, one 
that renders significant the categories of race and ethnicity at 
both the conscious and unconscious level and the microlevel and 
macrolevel. Then, after unpacking the term, I will identify three 
“flashpoints”—invisibility, caricature, and taxation—three 
descriptors that highlight its negative impact on seminarians of 
color. Then, in the final section of this article, I will commend a 
way forward for homiletics professors, a provisional roadmap, if 
you will, that assists them in dismantling racialization’s negative 
impact on the students that they teach and the seminaries where 
they serve. 
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WHAT IS RACIALIZATION? 
  
Beginning in the 1970s, many sociologists started using the term 
racialization to name the process by which race and ethnicity are 
defined, described, and propagated.3 A significant moment took 
place in 1986 when Michael Omi and Howard Winant published 
Racial Formation in the United States.4 Omi and Winant define 
racialization as “the extension of racial meaning to a previously 
racially unclassified relationship, social practice, or group.” 
Racial meaning, they argue, is a social construction that impacts 
us at the microlevel in our minds, families, and relationships, 
while also manifesting itself at the macrolevel in systems, 
structures, and laws. It develops in “large-scale and small-scale-
ways, macro- and micro-socially,” that is, in regular quotidian 
interactions and in the “foundation and consolidation of the 
modern world-system.”5 In the decades since Omi and Winant’s 
seminal study, racialization as a concept has gained broader 
currency, and its definition and application have also expanded.6  

For the purposes of this article, I will define racialization 
as a socially-constructed process by which individuals, communities, 
and societies consciously or unconsciously define race and ethnicity, 
attach meaning to these categories, and inscribe racist attitudes, actions, 
and structures. To claim that racism is inscribed does not mean 
that it can only be inscribed by Whites. Although racism inscribes 
itself in a particularly insidious way among a significant 
percentage of those in the majority culture, overtly racist ideas 
are also propagated across minoritized communities, within 
minoritized communities, and toward Whites.7 Racism impacts 
everyone, albeit different people to different extents. Moreover, 
the claim that racialization is socially-constructed does not mean 
that it only exists in our thinking or that it is so subjective as to 
be elusive. Rather, it points to the following reality: although 
forms of racialization change as a society redefines acceptable 
versus unacceptable norms over time, the society itself continues 
to adhere to a racialized hermeneutic across time. 
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As an example of racialization’s persistent processes in the 
face of changing norms, consider the three major phases of racist 
attitudes toward Asian Americans: early caricature in literature 
as “Celestial Beings” followed by the later label of “Yellow Peril” 
posing an imminent threat to White immigrant labor followed by 
the more recent label of “Model Minority” initiated by national 
periodicals in the 1960s.8 In each phase, the form of racism 
changed as did the social construction that determined what was 
acceptable and unacceptable behavior, but the process of defining, 
meaning-making, and inscription remained the same throughout 
every phase. The form changed but the process remained.       
 Just as racialization occurs at the macro and microlevels, 
so also it takes place at the conscious and unconscious levels.9 It 
can be overt or covert, and it impacts different people in different 
ways. One person might engage in an overtly racist act like 
shouting out a racial slur towards a person of color. In this 
instance, members of the society have an easier time saying to the 
offender, “That racist comment has no place in our community,” 
while also standing in solidarity with the victim. However, 
another person might engage in a covertly racist act, one that 
occurs at the unconscious level, such as clutching her purse when 
a person of color walks into an elevator. Because the offender 
performs the action unconsciously, she might protest any 
accusations from others that her actions were racist, especially if 
confronted by the victim. She might give different reasons why 
she did what she did or perhaps argue that the person was in fact 
mistaken. In covert instances of racism, members of the society 
have a harder time naming the offense, holding the offender 
accountable, and believing the victim’s account. Because covert 
racism is so often unconscious, the person who benefits from it 
can also remain oblivious to it. Moreover, a victim who lacks 
allies might question whether the event really happened despite 
near certainty that it did, and the victim might also less likely to 
trust a community that construes such violations as imagined 
overreactions. One should not underestimate the amount of pain 
that covert acts of racism inflicts on victims, especially as these 
incidents add up over time. Harvard psychologist Alvin 
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Poussaint, an African American, calls them, “Death by a 
thousand nicks.”10  

Also, sociologists Michael Emerson and Christian Smith 
argue that one does not have to be an overt racist in order to 
contribute to a process that inscribes racist attitudes, actions, and 
structures. They argue that racialization is so “embedded within 
the normal, everyday operation of institutions that people need 
not intend their actions to contribute to racial division and 
inequality for their actions to do so.”11 Beyond an individual 
person’s actions, institutions and structures “reproduce 
racialization without any need for people to be prejudiced, as 
defined in the Jim Crow era. In fact, often the leaders in 
reproducing racialization in the post-Civil Rights era are those 
who are least prejudiced, as traditionally measured.”12  

To make Emerson and Smith’s point more concrete, I will 
return to the elevator example. The woman who clutches her 
purse walks away from the incident oblivious to the influence 
that racialization has had on her attitudes and actions whereas, 
for the victim, racialization’s impact is keenly felt. It impacts the 
offender at the unconscious level while it impacts the victim at 
the conscious level.  

Let me offer an imperfect analogy to illustrate the 
difference in impact. We know that different people respond in 
different ways to allergens or toxic chemicals in the air. A person 
with a respiratory condition notices the allergens and toxicity in 
the air immediately not just because he or she is attuned to them, 
but also because he or she experiences the adverse effects 
associated with them, symptoms such as shortness of breath, 
coughing, sneezing, or worse. However, a person without a 
respiratory condition breathes the same air and says, “What’s the 
big deal? The air is fine. I don’t notice anything.” Those without 
respiratory symptoms can afford to remain oblivious to the 
allergens or toxicity in the air, and they can also remain oblivious 
to the impact that allergens or toxicity in the air has on others. 
Why? Because the impact is negligible for them. Thus, one person 
can afford to say, “What’s the big deal? The air is fine. I don’t 
notice anything,” while the other person says, “I can’t breathe.” 
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EXPERIENCES OF RACIALIZATION BY SEMINARIANS OF 
COLOR 
  
Now that we have defined and described racialization, at least 
provisionally, we will turn our attention to its disproportionate 
impact on seminarians of color. To return briefly to the previous 
analogy, a prior understanding of how racialization works will 
help us understand why one seminarian might say, “What’s the 
big deal? The air is fine. I don’t notice anything,” at the same time 
that a seminarian of color says, “I can’t breathe.” Since a 
comprehensive account of racialization’s impact on seminarians 
of color falls outside the scope of this article, I have limited my 
analysis to three flashpoints in particular: invisibility, caricature, 
and taxation. These function more like umbrella terms than they 
do definitive summations, categories that capture prevalent 
themes but that do not capture every dynamic in the classroom.  
 
Invisibility 

 
First, seminarians of color often use the language of invisibility to 
describe the adverse impact of racialization on their experience 
of seminary. By invisibility, I mean the conscious or unconscious 
erasure of race and ethnicity as meaningful categories and racial-ethnic 
minorities as visible persons in the planning and execution of courses 
and curricula. In academia, one could point to numerous written 
accounts of invisibility’s negative impact on minoritized persons, 
communities, and structures. For instance, in literature, Ralph 
Ellison discusses the pain of being made into an “invisible 
man.”13 Toni Morrison, in her book The Bluest Eye, describes a 
young black girl’s experience of invisibility before a White candy 
store owner who “does not see her, because for him there is 
nothing to see.”14  

Various theologies have arisen in order to minister to 
persons and communities that have been rendered invisible by 
society such as Justo González theology of affirmation in Latinx 
communities, Sang Hyun Lee’s liminal theology for and by 
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marginalized Asian Americans, or Orlando Costas’ theological 
insistence on following Jesus to the periphery in order to minister 
to those “outside the gate.”15   

Seminarians of color experience invisibility in a number of 
different ways. In one class, a professor insists that race or 
ethnicity have no bearing on matters of biblical interpretation but 
fails to see how whiteness shapes his hermeneutical framework. 
In another class, a professor buys into the rhetoric of 
colorblindness exclaiming to everyone, “I don’t see 
race/ethnicity,” a claim that sounds as ludicrous to a student of 
color as a someone proclaiming, “I don’t see gender.”16 In a third 
class, a professor informs everyone that theologians from Asia or 
Latin America will not be discussed because there is no viable 
theology there; only English theology books from a particular 
perspective translated into these languages count as actual 
theology.  

Now, imagine that each of these incidents occurred in the 
first semester, perhaps even in the first week. What would the 
impact be on students’ psyches? What would they learn from 
these episodes? The first professor would teach them that one’s 
race or ethnicity can be checked at the door in the interpretation 
of Scripture much like hanging a coat on a door hook on entering 
a room, a claim that runs counter to every other experience in 
their lives. The second professor would insult their intelligence 
by claiming not to “see” their race or ethnicity; the professor 
thinks it is a complement when, in fact, to them it is an insult. 
Imagine how normal people would respond if someone with 
authority over them exclaimed, “When I see you, I don’t see your 
gender.” The third professor would teach them that the only 
theology that counts comes from one place, that good theology 
only happens in the West, in English, and by majority culture 
writers.  

If we take Emerson and Smith at their word that 
racialization is “embedded within the normal, everyday 
operation of institutions,” then it would also require a 
willingness to evaluate how racial-ethnic invisibility impacts the 
designing of courses, planning of curricula, and mapping of 
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disciplines.17 In The Educational Imagination, Elliott W. Eisner calls 
the parts of our teaching that we render invisible the “null 
curriculum,” that is, the values and ideas that we teach to others 
by what we do not teach.18 Usually, our students see the gaps that 
we do not see, especially in the areas of race, ethnicity, and 
gender. Moreover, a growing number of them are sharing their 
frustrations about it on social media. Just look up the hashtag 
#SyllabusSoWhite. Here are three examples of contributions 
from earlier in 2020: 

 
• Teaching Atlantic History without Black authors. 

#SyllabusSoWhite 
• Posting MLK on the TL [social media timeline] but 

#SyllabusSoWhite 
• I have so much to say about the course content at [my 

university] and how whitewashed it was. Out of 50+ 
courses taken, only two of them assigned books 
written by non-white authors… #SyllabusSoWhite 
 

Sometimes it takes social media hashtags to wake us up to an 
important reality: before we ever step foot in a classroom, our 
syllabi communicate volumes to our students about the sources 
of knowledge that count, the sources that do not, and the depth 
of our commitment to teaching all of our students and not just 
some of them. 

One can also find incisive commentary on invisibility in 
formal academic settings. I will mention just one example here. 
In A Fire in the Bones: Reflections on African American Religious 
History, leading historian Albert J. Raboteau describes the 
“devastating” impact that invisibility has on Black history, 
African American people, U.S. history, and the national psyche: 

 
In my own field…for too many years the dominant 
culture, academic as well as popular, ignored the presence 
or distorted the role of African-Americans in the nation’s 
history. Black Americans, if historians discussed them at 
all, figured prominently only in the story of slavery and in 
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the topic of race relations. In both cases, they appeared not 
as actors in the national drama but as victims or problems. 
As an oppressed minority, they represented an 
unfortunate but minor exception to the main plot of 
American history: the gradual expansion of democracy to 
include all citizens. A few countervailing voices protested 
the inaccuracy of this consensus version of our history, but 
in the main, black people and their culture remained 
absent from courses in American history down to the 
1960s. We were, so to speak, invisible. And the results of 
invisibility were devastating. In the absence of black 
history, a myth of the American past developed, a myth 
that denied black people any past of significance.19 

 
Again, remember that racialization impacts us at the microlevel 
and macrolevel, the relational and structural, the conscious and 
unconscious. What does it communicate to African Americans 
when their histories are ignored or they are presented as “victims 
or problems”? What does it say to the majority culture, often at 
the unconscious level, when a naïve and innocent history is 
presented free from oppression or violence? What does it do to 
an academic discipline when one history is significant and others 
are erased? What does it do to a nation when villains are 
remembered as heroes, and almost all of the great heroes look 
like those in the majority culture?     
   
Caricature 

 
Second, seminarians of color often use the language of caricature 
to describe the adverse impact of racialization on their seminary 
experience. By caricature, I mean the intentional or unintentional 
misrepresentation of racial or ethnic minorities in private or public 
educational spaces. I use the phrase “private or public” because 
racial-ethnic caricature is just as likely to take place in a one-on-
one meeting with a student as in a classroom. Let me also 
highlight the word “misrepresentation” since exaggerated 
representation is at the heart of caricature. Normally, artists use 
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caricature to create a “comic representation of a person by 
exaggeration of characteristic traits.” The word also has a 
grotesque connotation as in a “ridiculously poor or absurd 
imitation or version.”20 Whatever the motive, comedy or injury, 
one must engage in misrepresentation in order for it to count as 
caricature. The family resemblances between artists who create 
caricatures and theological educators who engage in it relates to 
the outcome, that is, to the production of exaggerated or 
grotesque misrepresentations. The key distinction between them 
comes down to intent: artists almost always know what they are 
doing, whether the intent is comedy or injury, whereas 
theological educators usually engage in it without consciously 
knowing it or understanding the reasons for doing it. I use the 
word “usually” here, and I stated earlier that it can be intentional 
because there are notable exceptions to unconscious caricature. 
In some instances, professors caricature non-majority races or 
ethnicities as an overt (versus covert) racist act with the intent of 
injury. However, most of the time, or usually, they do not know 
what they are doing when they are doing it, and they certainly 
do not know why.  
 Sadly, in a racialized society, caricature takes place more 
often than we would like to admit, sometimes with the intent to 
cause injury and other times as the biproduct of prejudice and 
racism, the toxicity in the air, if you will. Most of the time, 
members of the majority culture caricature racial and ethnic 
minorities although caricature also occurs within minoritized 
communities, across minoritized communities, and toward 
Whites. Since a deep dive into the research goes beyond the scope 
of this article, I will mention just one study on stereotypes and 
delimit my discussion to caricatures of racial and ethnic 
minorities.21  

In 2017, social psychologists Linda X. Zou and Sapna 
Cheryan published some of the latest research on perception 
among the four largest racial-ethnic groups—White Americans, 
African Americans, Asian Americans, and Latinx Americans.22 
Perception here means the caricature that occurs through 
stereotypes. Especially since the last two groups—Asian 
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Americans and Latinx Americans – have experienced 
exponential growth in recent decades, Zou and Cheryan wanted 
to develop a model that went beyond the older Black-White 
binary. To conduct their study, they engaged with the latest 
social psychological research, national survey data, and they also 
coded surveys from over 1,000 participants in which they were 
asked to describe their experiences of racial or ethnic prejudice. 
The empirical data revealed stereotype patterns along two axes—
inferior-superior (y-axis) and foreign-American (x-axis).23 Along 
these two axes, four quadrants emerged in racial-ethnic 
perception: inferior and foreign, superior and foreign, inferior 
and American, and superior and American. The following graph 
demonstrates the quadrant where each racial-ethnic group is 
caricatured or stereotyped:24  

   

 

 
 
Zou and Cheryan refer to their proposal as the Racial Position 
Model. As this graph illustrates, and as the data reveal, Whites 
are generally perceived as superior and American, African 
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Americans as inferior and American, Latinos as inferior and 
foreign, and Asian Americans as superior and foreign.  

In addition to categorizing each racial-ethnic group 
according to perception, the Racial Position Model uses the 
language of positioning as a way to demonstrate how racial-
ethnic hierarchy can work along more than one axis. More 
relevant to this article, it shows how initial perception or 
stereotype can lead to exaggerated and sometimes grotesque 
misrepresentation. In a higher education context, one can 
presume that the two axes highlighted by Zou and Cheryan will 
impact a professor’s prejudgments at the conscious or 
unconscious level such as the assumptions that the professor 
makes upon meeting students for the first time, which students 
the professor judges to be intelligent, which students are judged 
to be U.S. citizens or English speakers, and which students are 
called on in class or told they have what it takes to do a PhD.      

So, how does racial-ethnic caricature impact seminarians 
of color? Imagine an Asian American seminarian interacting 
casually with a professor who does not know much about her. 
The professor asks, “Where are you from?” and she responds, 
“The Bay area.” The professor says, “No, where are you really 
from?” The professor sees her as foreign even though her family 
has lived in the Bay area for five generations. In fact, her family 
may have been in the U.S. longer than the professor’s family of 
origin. Frank Wu and others describe this assumption toward 
Asian Americans as the “perpetual foreigner syndrome,” the 
main idea being that a person is assumed to be a foreigner 
because he or she looks Asian.25 Of course, the same questions 
also get asked all the time to Latinx seminarians.  

Now imagine an African American seminarian who 
decides to ask a question in a public forum, a public Q & A with 
the instructor. By the way, an instructor does not have to be 
White to engage in caricature so imagine that the instructor is 
non-White. The seminarian of color says, “Would you be willing 
to tell us: what do you think are the opportunities and drawbacks 
of your proposal in under-resourced inner-city churches in the 
city of [X]?” The instructor attempts to add levity to the situation 
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and replies, “Well, unlike you, I’m not from the hood so I don’t 
know how my proposal would land in your context.” The 
instructor has made a lightning-fast decision based on the 
seminarian’s hair, clothing, style of speaking, and question, that 
he must be from the inner-city when he is most definitely not 
from the inner-city. In intercultural communication, a person 
must be willing to tolerate ambiguity and suspend initial 
judgment, especially in the absence of sufficient data, but this 
instructor has done neither of these two things.26  

Now imagine a Latinx seminarian, male or female, sitting 
in a theology class. Instead of the professor ignoring Latinx or 
Latin American contributions to theology, a sign of invisibility, 
the professor presents two theological extremes, a sign of a 
caricature. Every time the student hears about Latinx or Latin 
American theology, the professor lifts up one of two theological 
options: prosperity theology or liberation theology. Both of these 
extremes exist in White American theology as well but, in this 
instance, they are both lifted up as central contributions by Latinx 
and Latin American theologians. Notice also that both are 
negative. The seminarian has not experienced either of these 
theological extremes in his or her home church in the U.S. or El 
Salvador (if he or she is an international student). Nevertheless, 
the professor associates Majority World theology with heresy. In 
many North American evangelical institutions, Matthew D. Kim 
and Daniel L. Wong observe, “Western theology often 
constitutes the norm, or ‘pure theology,’ while all others (such as 
African theology, Asian theology, Latin American theology, and 
Native American theology) are scrutinized and deemed as 
heresies or aberrations from the real thing.”27 
 I have based all three of my examples on real-life incidents 
experienced by seminarians of color at seminaries in North 
America. To maintain their anonymity, I have changed minor 
details of their stories, I did not name the seminaries where these 
incidents occurred, nor did I state whether or not I know these 
students personally. Because racism impacts everyone, I could 
have also told other stories based on real-life incidents of racism 
within minoritized communities, across minoritized 
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communities, or by seminarians from minoritized communities 
toward White seminarians. Moreover, it would not be difficult to 
include incidents in which issues of class and gender intersected 
with race and ethnicity in such a way that it multiplied harm 
instead of diminishing it. Although these discussions would no 
doubt enrich our understanding of how racialization impacts all 
people, I will not tell them here because I do not want to distract 
from racialization’s negative impact on seminarians of color in 
particular, especially since the vast majority of cases that I am 
aware of directly or indirectly have been cases in which 
seminarians of color were victimized.      

Sadly, incidents like these usually continue in the years 
after someone gets a master’s degree or even a PhD degree. In 
August 2020, a campus security officer at Santa Clara University 
interrogated Dr. Danielle Fuentes Morgan, a Black female 
assistant professor of English, after her adult-age brother was 
spotted in the front yard of her house. The officer not only 
demanded to see her University ID, but also demanded proof 
that the house where she lived was in fact her residence. “I wasn’t 
surprised; I was just hurt,” she said.28  

Noted Harvard psychiatrist Alvin Poussaint, who is 
African American, observes that, even after decades of research, 
publishing, and academic leadership, many Whites insist on 
calling him by his first name “Alvin” without so much as a 
second thought as to why they do not call him “Dr. Poussaint.” 
They use titles and last names when they talk to other people in 
authority but not when they address him. Others receive their 
instant respect but, in his case, their respect is not immediately 
granted. I have had similar incidents with more than one White 
seminarian who insists on calling me “Jared” despite using titles 
and last names with other professors, including those that are the 
same age as I am. I remember one incident in particular. The 
student called me “Jared” so I corrected him. “Actually, it’s Dr. 
Alcántara,” I replied with as much gentleness and meekness as I 
could muster. The next time I saw him, he called me, “Alcántara,” 
minus the “Dr.” so I had to correct him again. “Actually, it’s Dr. 
Alcántara,” I said. 
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 Not surprisingly, incidents of caricature also arise in 
homiletical conversations between pastors of different races and 
ethnicities after seminary. In much the same way that familiarity 
breeds contempt, ignorance breeds caricature. In his 2018 book 
Woke Church, Eric Mason, a pastor at Epiphany Fellowship in 
Philadelphia, describes the impact of one such experience: 

 
At [a] conference on Christ-centered preaching, there was 
a strong argument that a sect of white evangelicalism 
known as the neo-reformed movement was recovering 
Christ-centered preaching. I was confused by this 
narrative that suggests that white evangelicals are saving 
the history of Christianity in the West. We study Spurgeon 
and call him the ‘prince of preaching.’ Yet the greatest 
preacher of our generation is Gardner C. Taylor. He is 
known as the dean of the nation’s black preachers. He is 
viewed as an American treasure. Christianity Today 
referred to him as the ‘last pulpit prince.’ He never lost his 
focus on Jesus or the cross. He has inspired many of us to 
keep the cross at the center and Jesus as the hero….The 
lack of knowledge and familiarity with preaching giants 
like Gardner Taylor leads many to believe that there is a 
lack of sound theological preaching in the black church. 
The limited exposure to black preaching creates 
reductionist views and untrue caricatures.29  

 
In almost the same breath that he tells this story, he mentions 
being on a panel about race at a conference that was attended 
predominantly by White Evangelicals. A “well-meaning White 
brother” on the panel informed everyone gathered there how 
encouraged he was to see so many young Black leaders in the 
room who could be raised up in order to preach “‘a robust 
gospel’ finally.” Not only was Mason deeply hurt by it, but he 
took umbrage with it. He writes: “Contrary to popular belief, all 
black preachers do not preach the prosperity gospel or see social 
justice as the content of the gospel. Most black preachers I know 
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have—as part of their training—the centrality of Jesus, the 
gospel, and the cross.”30 
 
Taxation 

 
Third, seminarians of color often use the language of taxation to 
describe the adverse impact of racialization on their seminary 
experience. By taxation, I mean the cumulative and debilitating effect 
of disproportionate energy, time, and dialogue around matters of race 
or ethnicity at predominantly White institutions (PWI’s) and more 
broadly in a racialized society. In institutions of higher learning, 
among both students and faculty members, some refer to this 
phenomenon informally as “the minority tax,” in that it is a tax 
that minorities pay at PWI’s that others do not have to pay.31 
Although much could be said about experiences of taxation 
among faculty of color, I will confine my analysis here to 
experiences among students of color.  

Some taxation occurs among students of color because 
they feel the need to disprove stereotypes about their race or 
ethnicity. According to Stanford social psychologist Claude M. 
Steele, undergraduate students of color experience taxation not 
only because the spotlight feels bright as a racial or ethnic 
minority navigating a PWI, but also because of a phenomenon 
known as “stereotype threat.” At the risk of oversimplifying 
Steele’s proposal, I will put it into dialogue with Zou and 
Cheryan’s Racial Position Model.  

Imagine the following scenarios. A student knows that her 
race or ethnicity is often perceived as foreign rather than 
American on the foreign-American axis so she overcompensates 
the stereotype threat by spending excess energy eating food she 
would not eat otherwise, changing her clothing, and abiding by 
other forms of assimilation to the dominant culture. Another 
student knows that his race or ethnicity is often perceived as 
intellectually inferior on the superiority-inferiority axis, most 
noticeably in standardized testing so, when he takes his first 
standardized test, he overcompensates the stereotype threat by 
working extra hard to prepare, so hard, in fact, that he exhausts 
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his energy trying to prove to others that the stereotype is wrong. 
A third student knows that his race or ethnicity is often perceived 
as intellectually superior on the inferiority-superiority axis, 
especially in particular subjects such as mathematics, so he 
spends so much time overcompensating for the stereotype threat 
(in order to prove that it is right) that he rarely sleeps before 
quizzes, the midterm, or the final, thus performing worse than 
he would have otherwise.  

For obvious reasons, stereotype threat takes an exacting 
toll or “tax” on students of color. If a student believes that her 
race or ethnicity are perceived as “lazy,” then she might work so 
hard that it takes a serious toll on her physical or mental health. 
If a student believes that his race or ethnicity is perceived as 
violence-prone, the he might devote excess time to making sure 
that other people feel safe when he is walking through campus, 
jogging late at night, or walking to his car. Notice the 
disproportionate dispersion and defusal of energy in these 
examples. 

Add to this the additional taxes that are often levied by 
families of origin and by one’s racial or ethnic community. A 
parent tells a child, “You have to work twice as hard, study twice 
as long, and finish twice as fast if you want to get ahead in a racist 
world,” a message that actually feeds stereotype threat in 
communities of color rather than defusing it. Moreover, the 
student hears messages from voices of influence in the 
community who imply or assert that if he flounders in college, 
then he will bring shame upon his race or ethnicity. That is to say, 
they communicate that, if he struggles academically, then White 
majority students will have their false stereotypes confirmed 
about people from X-race or Y-ethnicity. These additional taxes 
that families of color and communities of color impose explain 
why so many studies on Millenials and Gen Z young adults are 
racialized and often academically spurious.32 One Gen Z high 
school senior gets ready to go to college and her parents say, “No 
matter what happens, even if you fail, we will always love you, 
and you will always have a place here in our home.” Contrast 
this with another example, one that is slightly hyperbolic, but 
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rooted in lived experience. Another Gen Z high school senior gets 
ready to go to college, and her parents say, “If you fail, which 
you cannot, you will bring shame on your race or ethnicity, 
invalidate the sacrifices that your family has made on your 
behalf, and no longer be welcome in our home.” Talk about 
pressure!   
 According to Steele, stereotype threat has an 
“undermining effect on college achievement” that compounds 
the other disadvantages that many racial and ethnic minorities 
already face such as less financial backing, smaller academic 
networks, and more instances of trauma in their homes, to name 
just three examples.33 Stereotype threat impacts Black, Latinx, 
and Native American students the most, presumably because 
these are the three most underrepresented constituencies in 
higher education. Steele writes: 

 
[E]ven when Black, Latino, and Native American students 
overcome other disadvantages in trying to gain parity 
with white and Asian classmates, they face the further 
pressure of stereotype and identity threats. Even 
privileged students from these groups have an extra, 
identity-related pressure working against their 
achievement.34 

 
In other words, students do not have to come from a 
disadvantaged or under-resourced community in order to 
experience stereotype threat. The only prerequisite is this: 
worries concerning the stereotypical perceptions of others.35 

Seminarians of color report similar experiences of taxation 
to the ones studied in undergraduate students. Remember Zou 
and Cheryan’s quadrants? Permit me to take their research and 
combine it with Steele’s research in order to describe the 
experiences of seminarians of color in PWI evangelical 
institutions. A seminarian concludes that others perceive him as 
foreign so he spends extra time working to mute his accent. 
Another seminarian concludes that others see her as 
intellectually inferior or superior so her grades become her god. 
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Another fears that student colleagues will stereotype him as lazy 
so he arrives early and sits in the front row of the class even 
though he is farsighted and needs glasses. Another worries that 
others will perceive him as aggressive so he changes his clothing, 
his hair, and the way he speaks in order to mitigate the fear of 
that perception. Another believes that she will be perceived as a 
campus worker rather than a student so she dresses business 
casual or better every day she goes to campus. Another sits down 
in his seat on the first day and, before the professor ever says a 
word, the White classmate sitting next to him makes an overtly 
racist comment: “You know that I don’t sit next to black folks in 
class, right?”  

Once again, all of these examples are based on real-life 
experiences reported by seminarians of color despite being 
changed slightly to protect their anonymity. These examples 
(along with many others that could be mentioned) shine a bright 
light on the adverse impact of taxation on seminarians of color: 
the disproportionate energy, time, and dialogue around race and 
ethnicity, and its cumulative and debilitating effects on overall 
wellbeing, mental health, level of satisfaction in school, 
interpersonal relationships, academic performance, and spiritual 
vitality. 

Now, to understand why taxation is so acute, take Zou 
and Cheryan’s research, Steele’s research, and the real-life 
examples, and couple these with the particular cultural-historical 
moment in which we live. In June 2018, border patrol officers 
forcibly separated migrant children from their parents in a way 
that was unprecedented in modern U.S. history. Children were 
loaded onto buses and sent to undisclosed locations. A 
Honduran immigrant told reporters that her baby was taken 
from her arms while she was breastfeeding. When she resisted, 
they handcuffed her, she said through tears.36 From February to 
May 2020, as the Coronavirus spread nationally and ravaged 
New York City disproportionately, anti-Asian complaints and 
hate crimes rose to 145 instances in New York as compared to the 
previous time period one year earlier in which there were only 
12 reports.37  
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In October 2019 in Forth Worth, Texas, Atatiana Jefferson, 
aged 28, was shot fatally by a White police officer at night 
through a window in her own home while she was playing video 
games with her eight-year old nephew.38 In February 2020, 
Ahmaud Arbery, aged 25, was shot fatally while jogging near 
Brunswick, Georgia, by two White male civilians who, 
attempting to take justice into their own hands, chased him down 
in their truck, hit him with the vehicle, allegedly shouted a racial 
epithet, and killed him.39 In March 2020, Breonna Taylor, aged 26, 
was shot in her own home by White police officers in Louisville, 
Kentucky.40 In August 2020, Jacob Blake, aged 29, was shot in the 
back four times (seven shots were fired) in Kenosha, Wisconsin, 
while attempting to enter his car. When he woke up paralyzed in 
the hospital, he said to his father, “Daddy, why’d they shoot me 
so many times?”41  

Of course, the best-known example of this sort of violence 
against Black bodies took place in May 2020 in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, when a White police officer named Derek Chauvin 
put his knee on the neck of Houston native George Floyd, age 46, 
for 8 minutes and 43 seconds.42 Chauvin and three other officers 
arrived on the scene after learning that Floyd had been accused 
of using a counterfeit $20 bill at a convenience store. In the 
minutes preceding his death, as Chauvin pressed his knee on his 
neck, Floyd could be heard calling for his deceased mother to 
come to his aid. He also kept saying, “I can’t breathe. I can’t 
breathe,” which is the same thing that Eric Garner said 11 times 
in 2014 in New York City when police put him in a chokehold.  

In recent months, I have heard more than one Black 
pastor, seminarian, or Christian leader say something to this 
effect: “Something in me broke when George Floyd was killed,” 
or, “Something in my community broke...” Eddie S. Glaude Jr., a 
leading scholar in African American religion at Princeton 
University, used similar language in Time magazine to describe 
the hurt mixed with anger that he felt after seeing the footage of 
George Floyd’s death:  
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I watched the Floyd video and completely lost it. The 
stress of the times combined with the cruelty of the act 
and Floyd’s desperate plea broke me. I found myself, 
which I rarely do, burying my head in my hands. 
Weeping. I thought about all the Black people who 
may watch the video in the middle of this pandemic 
and about the white people who would see it and ask 
the all-too-familiar questions about how do we 
change….We’re caught in a double bind. We need 
video footage to convince white America that what is 
happening to us is real. But that same footage then 
becomes the stuff of spectacle. People’s appetite for 
black suffering, to borrow a formulation from Susan 
Sontag, “is as keen, almost, as the desire for ones that 
show bodies naked.” In either case, we are left dealing 
with what white people think and confronting the 
undeniable fact that black people are still being killed 
by police at alarming, horrifying numbers. To be 
honest, these days, I can give less than a damn what 
white people think.43 

 
Sadly, these incidents have a long and well-documented history. 
It is not as if they started occurring in the last decade. What has 
changed is that everyone can see them in a way that past 
generations could avoid or deny. To quote from Hollywood actor 
Will Smith, “Racism is not getting worse; it’s getting filmed.”44 
 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERVENTIONS IN THE 
HOMILETICS CLASSROOM 
  
Now that I have defined and described racialization and 
identified its three flashpoints – invisibility, caricature, and 
taxation—on seminarians of color, I will offer some brief (perhaps 
too brief) recommendations for the homiletics classroom as a 
way to draw out the implications of my proposal. I will 
recommend three turns—personal-cultural, pedagogical-
pastoral, and biblical-theological—and I will ask guiding 
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questions for each turn that I hope will address the patterns that 
I have named in this article. 
 
The Personal-Cultural Turn 
 
What would it look like for homileticians to take a more active 
role in interrogating their a priori cultural assumptions, 
identifying their social location, challenging their cultural values, 
engaging in critical-cultural self-study, and repenting of their 
ethnic, racial, or cultural arrogance, all in service to and for the 
sake of the gospel of Christ? Although some homileticians are 
used to doing this more than others, all of us should do it more 
than we do now. Let me take great pains to emphasize that, in 
order to do so, we do not have to forsake exegetical competency, 
theological competency, or communicative competency. In fact, 
each of these competencies can be enhanced through a 
willingness to make a personal-cultural turn. We can enhance 
our exegesis of biblical texts that we know to be divinely inspired 
and culturally conditioned by recognizing how our own cultural 
situatedness gives us some textual insights that culturally-
different others do not see and some textual blind spots that 
culturally-different others do see. We can enhance our theological 
competency by listening more intently to the Church Universal 
and to marginalized communities in our world, thus, discovering 
that the ocean of theological truth is much wider and deeper than 
our initial presumptions have allowed. We can enhance our 
communicative competency by removing ethno-specific 
obstacles that inhibit the clear proclamation of the gospel, a move 
that allows more people to hear a clear and compelling 
presentation of it. Put differently, we can train better preachers 
and become better Christ-followers if we make a personal-
cultural turn.  

When homiletics professors are willing to interrogate their 
cultural values, question their cultural arrogance, study their 
cultural particularity, mine their cultural strengths, and practice 
cultural humility, they can play an important part in dismantling 
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racialization’s adverse effects on seminarians in general and 
seminarians of color in particular. 
 
The Pedagogical-Pastoral Turn 
 
What would it look like for homileticians to raise their level of 
pedagogical excellence so that they can engage with and account 
for difference more faithfully as teachers while also raising their 
level of pastoral awareness so that they can minister to all their 
students and not just some of them? In pedagogy, we should be 
willing to interrogate our syllabi with a more critical eye: the 
sources of knowledge that count, the sources that do not, what 
our learning objectives reveal about our aims, and what our 
bibliography reveals about our conversation partners. We know 
intuitively that we cannot produce an exhaustive syllabus that 
accounts for every domain of difference. I am not convinced that 
our students want that from us. My hunch is that they want at 
least some evidence that our syllabus is not a #SyllabusSoWhite 
and some sign that we know the names and contributions of 
people of a different gender than our own. Although we cannot 
prepare perfectly, we can prepare better. A gap in knowledge of 
resources and preachers from outside our tradition does not 
mean that those resources and preachers do not exist; it simply 
means that one has more work to do in order to become a serious 
student of the discipline. In addition to improving our syllabi, we 
can cultivate an interculturally competent ecology in our 
classroom, one characterized by cultural hospitality, curiosity, 
humility, and charity. We can broaden our research conversation 
partners beyond our race and gender, expand our assigned list 
of audio, video, and published sermons, perform necessary 
interventions when students make racist comments, and 
evaluate student sermons with higher levels of intercultural 
proficiency. Lord willing, the same seminarians of color who feel 
like they cannot breathe in one class will be able to step into our 
class and say, “The air seems like it is cleaner here.” 

At the pastoral level, we should take seriously the damage 
that invisibility, caricature, and taxation inflict on seminarians of 
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color, especially during this particular historical-cultural 
moment. Imagine the invisible weight that they carry on their 
shoulders when they step into the classroom. What goes through 
their minds when they look around and notice that no one else 
looks like them or understands their preaching tradition? How 
do they feel when their peers tell them that their sermons are too 
loud, too poetic, too performed, too testimony-based, or too [fill 
in the blank]? Last night, they got pulled over because they were 
driving a nice car in a nice neighborhood. Earlier today, someone 
asked them where they were really from or perhaps mistook them 
for a dining hall worker. In the class before yours, their professor 
caricatured their theologians and church traditions. On their way 
to your class, they checked their social media page and found out 
that one of their classmates used his platform to suggest that 
reports of anti-Asian discrimination during COVID-19 were 
grossly exaggerated or that those crossing the U.S. border 
without proper documentation were criminals and rapists, or 
that the Black community just needed to get over the George 
Floyd murder.  

To the homiletics professors who used to be pastors: what 
did we do when we sensed that people in our congregation were 
carrying burdens too heavy for them to bear? How did we 
provide pastoral care? How did we listen and for our how long? 
How much did we pray, weep, mourn, lament, or come 
alongside? At any point, did we tell them that their pain was 
imagined, that it was overblown, that it was political? Although 
it no doubt makes a huge difference when seminarians of color 
have allies of the same race and ethnicity on their faculty, let me 
also propose that they will respond positively to a homiletics 
professor of any race or ethnicity who listens to them, enters into 
their pain, demonstrates Christ-like compassion, and shows that 
he or she cares about them too much to let them carry their 
burdens alone.  
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The Biblical-Theological Turn 
 
What would it look like for homiletics professors to ground their 
personal-cultural and pedagogical-pastoral work in a biblically-
shaped and theologically-shaped, gospel-centered framework? 
With the utmost deference to sociologists, psychologists, critical 
race theorists, and educational theorists of race and ethnicity—
trust me that my gratitude is immense for their research—let me 
also rush to point out that these academic disciplines will only 
take us part of the way and not the whole way. Usually, these 
scholars engage in descriptive and prescriptive work, but the 
restrictions in their discipline do not allow those of them that are 
Christ followers to consider its biblical and theological 
implications, at least in writing. Perhaps the biblical-theological 
turn is the most important one to make. Not only does it require 
a commitment to filling the gaps that others cannot, but it also 
requires a decision to double down on our convictions, to say that 
the work of dismantling racialization’s negative effects is not Title 
IX work or theologically-liberal work or cultural-
accommodationist work or university-compliance work—it is 
gospel work.  

If the Scriptures teach that sin is not only personal and 
individual, but also systematic and structural, then why the 
hesitancy among so many of us when it comes to naming 
racialization’s adverse impact as “sin” especially when it so 
clearly hurts, devalues, and harms so many in the churches and 
in the society? What does the OT reveal to us about God’s 
concern for the immigrant and commitment to justice for the 
vulnerable? What do the OT and NT teach us about what it 
means to be made in the image of God? How do the Gospels 
instruct us through the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus 
concerning how to respond to issues of invisibility, caricature, 
and taxation regardless of whether they impact us directly or 
indirectly? What does the apostle Paul teach us in 1 Corinthians 
8-10 about the importance of surrendering our rights for the 
“sake of the gospel,” how ceding our place should be instinctual 
for Christian leaders, for preachers especially (see 1 Cor. 9:23)? 
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What does the Book of Acts show us about what it means to be 
the Church this side of Pentecost? What does the Book of 
Revelation teach us about the direction that the Church is called 
to go this side of heaven and in pursuit of kingdom fidelity?  

All of these questions are biblically-shaped and 
theologically-shaped gospel questions. They require gospel 
answers, and they indirectly commend an interculturally-
informed homiletic as a form of gospel work. Homileticians 
participate in the work of dismantling racialization’s hegemony 
not because it is politically savvy, culturally sexy, or 
institutionally wise; we do it because the work itself is grounded 
in the gospel of Christ. To quote from Charlie Dates, the senior 
pastor of Progressive Baptist Church in Chicago: “Justice is a 
Biblically-defined, theological, Christian issue…. It’s not an 
option; it’s not like some kind of passion that some should have 
and others should not. It’s tethered directly to the story of 
salvation.”45 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this article, we observed the adverse impact of racialization on 
seminarians of color and its implications for the homiletics 
classroom. Then, we described three flashpoints of racialization: 
invisibility, caricature, and taxation. Although racialization 
impacts everyone and racist ideas cut across various markers of 
difference, minoritized communities experience its most painful 
effects. Thus, we focused on racialization’s acute impact on 
communities of color and contextualized it to seminarians of 
color. Then, in the final section, we explored the implications of 
racialization for the homiletics classrooms where we teach and 
the seminaries where we serve. We proposed three strategic 
turns—a personal-cultural turn, a pedagogical-pastoral turn, and 
a biblical-theological turn. These proposed turns along with 
other strategic interventions can make a qualitative difference in 
classrooms and seminaries. 
 I will conclude as I began, with a brief story. On a beautiful 
morning in early April 2020, people in Jalandhar woke up to an 
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amazing surprise; Jalandhar is a city in Punjab, a state in northern 
India. What was the surprise? They could see the Dhauladhar 
mountain range which, in the West, is better known as the Outer 
Himalayas. In the past, the people of Jalandhar could only see 
Dhauladhar’s snow-capped peaks after the rain but never the full 
mountain range. But, on Friday morning, April 3rd, “[the people] 
could see a long and expanded stretch of the range from rooftops 
without much effort. To many, the range seemed a few 
kilometers away,” despite its geographic location more than 125 
miles away. Even the lower hilly mountains at the base of the 
range were visible. Some residents claimed that they had not 
seen a site like this for close to 30 years.46 What led to the 
surprise? The Coronavirus Pandemic. In other words, before 
COVID-19, the pollution had gotten so bad and residents had 
gotten so used to it that it took a crisis to detox the climate, a 
global pandemic to purify the air. On the one hand, this story 
chastens us when we connect it to racialization’s negative effects. 
Without some kind of crisis intervention, entire communities can 
operate for decades without knowing how much they are being 
destroyed by pollution, without realizing how bad the air has 
gotten over time. On the other hand, this story reminds us that 
polluted air does not have to remain polluted forever. At present, 
many in minoritized communities in the United States feel like 
they are living through two pandemics rather than one: COVID-
19 and a racial public health crisis.47 As homileticians, we cannot 
do much about the first pandemic, but we can do something 
about the second one. With God’s help, we can do our part to 
purify the air in our classrooms and at our seminaries. We can 
play a small role in making sure that every seminarian will be able 
to say, “I think I can breathe here.” 
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